The Evaluation sector has evolved. The profile of evaluation is now higher than ever. EvalPartners is committed to remaining relevant for all organizations and individuals that it works with.

The new EvalPartners Strategic Plan 2023-2030, co-created and crafted during 2022, reflects the new challenges & opportunities emerging for evaluation generally and for EvalPartners. Key points are:

• The new EvalPartners Strategic Plan comes at a critical time as we work towards 2030
• EvalPartners is currently leading advocacy efforts for a UN resolution on country-led evaluation of progress for the SDGs
• Momentum is building for the next Global Evaluation Forum
• EvalPartners is convening the global evaluation community under the banner of the Global Evaluation Agenda 2030 to generate shared directions for evaluation to 2030

The 2030 vision and mission will be guided by four strategies for implementation:

Strategy 1: EvalPartners leads on stimulating evaluation reach, recognition and use
Strategy 2: EvalPartners connects diverse actors on evaluation priorities
Strategy 3: EvalPartners collaborates on action to address evaluation priorities
Strategy 4: EvalPartners communicates on evaluation sector learning

GET INVOLVED
Since you were part of the plan’s co-creation, we now invite you to be part of its IMPLEMENTATION! You can:

• Engage with the EvalPartners family to co-create initiatives that align or support the four strategies
• Advocate for the new EvalPartners vision & mission
• Get involved in EvalPartners activities, including the EvalAgenda
• Share the new strategic plan resources with your networks

Reach out to the EvalPartners Secretariat at coordinator@evalpartners.org for more information or queries

www.evalpartners.org